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Abstract
The present paper describes the influence of water-miscible cutting fluids on tool life (flank wear) and crater wear of
various coated cutting tools and finished surface roughness, as compared with the cases of dry cutting and wet
cutting using cutting oil in hobbing in an attempt to improve the working environment. Experiments were conducted
by simulating hobbing by fly tool cutting on a milling machine. The following results were obtained. (1) In the case
of an uncoated tool, cutting oil was more effective than dry cutting in reducing flank wear. Cutting oil and
water-miscible cutting fluids were more effective in reducing flank wear than dry cutting using TiN- and
TiAlN-coated tools. The use of water-miscible cutting fluids in conjunction with TiSiN- and AlCrSiN-coated tools
prolongs tool life. (2) For all coated tools, the use of cutting oil or water-miscible cutting fluids were effective in
reducing crater wear. Especially, water-miscible cutting fluids were effective for TiSiN- and AlCrSiN-coated tools.
(3) Regarding the finished surface roughness, in the case of dry cutting, the finished surface roughness was similar
for various types of coating films. When using cutting oil or a water-miscible cutting fluid, the finished surface
roughness improved compared with dry cutting, independent of the type of coating film applied. The finished
surface roughness obtained using water-miscible cutting fluid was approximately the same as or smaller than that
obtained using cutting oil. (4) With respect to flank wear, crater wear, and finished surface roughness, the
water-miscible cutting fluid of emulsion type containing a large amount of synthetic lubricating additives was
suitable for the AlCrSiN-coated tool.
Keywords: cutting, gear, hobbing, coated HSS tool, water-miscible cutting fluid, tool life, crater wear, finished
surface roughness
1. Introducation
In recent years, the use of large amounts of water-immiscible cutting oil has been scrutinized because of problems
related to the working environment and global environmental pollution, e.g., because of problems such as the
deterioration of the work environment due to mist and odor and the risk of ignition, even in hobbing. As an
alternative, there is an increasing demand for the use of water-miscible cutting fluids as well as dry cutting and
semi-dry processing (Weinert et al., 2004; Winkel 2010). The authors have been working on the development of
water-miscible cutting fluids for hobbing, and the following results were obtained. (1) The water-miscible cutting
fluid (emulsion type) used in the experiment prolonged the tool life, and the finished surface roughness is equivalent
to that obtained by the conventional water-immiscible cutting oil for hobbing, even if the cutting speed is changed
(Matsuoka et al., 2002). (2) Water-miscible cutting fluid containing a polyalkylene glycol synthetic lubricating
additive was the most effective among the various emulsions (Matsuoka et al., 2006). Moreover, the results for the
pH of the water-miscible cutting fluid indicate that the pH should be 8.0 in order to counter tool wear (Matsuoka et
al., 2009).
With the development of coating technology, a titanium-based ceramic coating film (Sakurai & Terao, 2007) and an
aluminum-based coating film without titanium (Furuno, 2005) with improved heat resistance and wear resistance,
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are being applied to thhe high-speed steel (HSS) hob cutting eedge in dry hoobbing. Howeever, the cuttiing edge
temperaturre of the hob in
i dry cutting is higher thann that in wet ccutting, so abnnormal wear off the cutting edge may
occur in hhigh-speed cutting. Thereforre, we herein ffocus on a waater-miscible ccutting fluid thhat can be exp
pected to
have cooliing and lubricaating effects, annd attempted tto verify how w
water-misciblee cutting fluid acts on a coate
ed tool.
In the pressent study, thee cutting perfoormance of waater-miscible ccutting fluids for various cooated tools in terms of
tool wear and finished surface roughnness was inveestigated in coomparison withh that of dry cutting and th
he use of
water-imm
miscible cuttingg oil in wet cuttting.
2. Experim
mental Methood and Condittions
Experimennts were conduucted by simullating hobbing with fly tool ccutting on a m
milling machinee, as shown in Figure 1.
Testing thhe durability of
o a hob by acctual hobbing is complicateed because thee durability is influenced by
y several
factors. Affter analyzing the size of chhips produced bby the top cuttting edge of a hob tooth carrrying the grea
atest load
(Wakuri ett al., 1972), a fly tool of thee same shape aas the single hhob tooth was m
made for simuulated hob cuttting on a
milling maachine. The shhape of the flyy tool is shownn in Figure 2. For the correspondence bettween hobbing
g and fly
tool cuttinng, one of the authors
a
recognnized that the rresults, e.g., fllank wear and finished surfaace roughness obtained
using a flly tool with flooded
f
water--immiscible cuutting oil (kattsuki & Matsuuoka, 1991) aand under dry
y cutting
conditionss (Matsuoka & Tsuda, 2000)), generally agrree with those obtained by hhobbing. Moreeover, the effec
ctiveness
and efficieency of the fly tool cutting teest was recognnized by investiigating the toool wear charactteristics for hig
gh-speed
dry hobbinng through a fly tool cuttinng experiment (Rech, 2006)). Therefore, tthe experimenntal results for fly tool
cutting apppear to be appllicable to hobbbing on a hobbbing machine.

Figure 1. Expperimental setuup of the fly toool, work mateerial, and oil

Figure 2. Profile of the fly tool
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The dimennsions of the gear
g
and the hoob used in thee experiments are listed in T
Table 1. The exxperimental co
onditions
for the miilling machine are listed in Table 2. Heree, the maximum
m chip producced by the Noo.3 tooth of a hob was
simulated.
Fly tool cuutting was perfformed by upccut milling. Heere, in Figure 3, when the tuurning radius oof the cutting edge
e
is r,
the chip leength L is exprressed by the eequation L = rθθ, so the cuttinng depth h in thhe milling macchine is expresssed by h
= r (1 - coos θ), and the table
t
feed f ' iss expressed byy f ' = S / sinθ. S is the chip thickness. Thee fly tool used
d in these
tests is forrmed from HS
SS JIS SKH555 (Quenching temperature: 1200℃, Temppering temperrature: 550℃×
×3 times,
Vickers haardness: HV8662, Transverse rupture strenggth: 3612 N/mm
m2).
Table 1. D
Dimensions of the
t gear and hob

Table 2. E
Experimental coonditions for hhobbing by fly tool cutting onn a milling maachine

Note: The turning radiuss of the tip of ffly tool is 85 m
mm.

Figure 3. C
Cutting relationship in hobbiing and fly toool cutting
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The tests w
were performeed with a fly ttool without ccoating (abbrevviated as uncooated tool) andd with fly toolls coated
with TiN, TiAlN, TiSiN
N, and AlCrSiN
N films (abbreviated as TiN--, TiAlN-, TiS
SiN- and AlCrS
SiN-coated too
ols). The
thickness of each of thee coating filmss was approxim
mately 2 μm. In the presenttstudy, cuttingg tests were co
onducted
using fly ttools without a coating on thhe rake face, beecause, in manny cases, the rake faces of hhobs are not coated due
to regrindiing in the workkshop. The coaating film on tthe rake face w
was removed by grinding. Figgure 4 shows the
t types
of wear at the tip of the tool.
t
The widtths of the centeer wear, the top corner part w
wear on the topp cutting edge, and the
corner wear occurring at
a the boundarry region betw
ween the rounded portion on the top cuttting edge and the side
cutting edgge, as well as the
t depth of crrater wear, werre measured. Inn this experim
ment, a width off maximum fla
ank wear
of 0.3 mm
m (maximum of
o the center w
wear, the top corner part weaar, and the corrner wear) was evaluated as the tool
life criterion. The finishhed surface roughness Rz onn the side reggion of the cuttting groove inn the cutting direction
d
correspondding to the geaar tooth surfacee was measureed.
The work material usedd in the tests w
was JIS SCM 415 chrome m
molybdenum ssteel, which haave been used
d as gear
materials ffor automobilees, and the sam
mple was 500 mm in length,, 100 mm in w
width, and 100 mm in thickn
ness. The
chemical ccompositions are
a given in T
Table 3. The cuutting speed off 117 m/min w
was selected practically. The
e milling
machine uused in the teests was a 2M
MF model (uuniversal type)) manufactureed by Hitachii Seiki Co., Ltd.
L The
experimennts were carrieed out using w
water-immiscibble cutting oill (Oil A, also referred to ass cutting oil), which is
generally used for hobbbing. The propperties and coomponents of Oil A are shown in Table 4. As water-miscible
cutting fluuids, an emulsiion (Fluid B), a solute (Fluiid C), and a ssolution (Fluidd D) were usedd and diluted 30 times
with tap w
water. Their prooperties and coomponents aree shown in Tabble 5. The cuttting fluid was ssupplied at a sufficient
rate of 2.4 L/min (suppliied pressure: 00.5 MPa) from the rake face sside.

Figure 4. Wear
W at the cuutting edge andd finished surfaace roughness measurement position
Compositions and
a hardness of work materiaal
Table 3. C

Table 4. C
Cutting oil usedd in the test
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Table 5. W
Water-miscible cutting fluids used in the tesst

3. Experim
mental Resultts and Discusssions
3.1 Tool L
Life and Tool Wear
W
Behaviorr
In order too confirm the reproducibility
r
y of flank wearr and crater weear in the preseent study, tests were conducted under
several connditions, and two
t
tests weree conducted foor each conditiion. In these teests, the widthh of flank wearr and the
depth of crrater wear werre considered tto be approxim
mately the samee.
Figure 5 sshows the life of tools with vvarious coatinngs. The tool liife criterion iss a width of m
maximum flank
k wear of
0.3 mm. Inn the case of an uncoated ttool, the tool llife is short. H
However, usingg cutting oil (O
Oil A), the tool life is
reached att a cutting grooove length off 1.5 m (corresponding to aapproximately five gears). T
The tool lives obtained
using threee types of wateer-miscible cuutting fluids aree equivalent too or slightly shhorter than thatt obtained usin
ng Oil A.
In the case of the TiN-ccoated tool, ussing Oil A, thhe tool life is rreached at a ccutting groovee length of 18..9 m (60
gears). Thhe tool lives ussing three watter-miscible cuutting fluids aare shorter thann that using O
Oil A, and the tool life
increases iin the order off Fluid B, Fluiid C, and Fluidd D. In the caase of the TiAllN-coated tooll, using Oil A, the tool
life is reacched at a cuttinng groovelengtth of 6.9 m (222 gears), but thhe tool lives using the three water-miscible cutting
fluids are sshorter than thhat using Oil A
A. In the case oof the TiSiN-cooated tool, usinng Oil A, the ttool life is reac
ched at a
cutting grooove length off 9.9 m (32 geaars). The tool llives obtained using the threee water-miscibble cutting flu
uids were
longer thann that using Oil
O A, and, wheen using Fluid B, the tool life
fe is reached att a cutting grooove length of 16
1 m (52
gears), whhich is longest among the waater-miscible ccutting fluids. The tool life for Fluid C w
was higher than
n that for
Fluid D. Inn the case of the
t AlCrSiN-ccoated tool, ussing Oil A, thee tool life is reeached at a cuutting groove length
l
of
16.5 m (553 gears). Thee tool lives obbtained using the three waater-miscible ccutting fluids were longer than
t
that
obtained uusing Oil A, annd, when usinng Fluid B, thee tool life is rreached at a cuutting groove length of 32.7
7 m (105
gears), whhich was the loongest among tthe water-misccible cutting fluuids. The tool life for Fluid C was longer than that
for Fluid D
D.
The abovee results revealled that there is a high possibbility that the ccutting fluid peenetrates into tthe cutting poiint and it
is thought that the fluid is
i also present around the coontact interfacee between the ttool and the w
workpiece (Shin
nozaki &
Yoshikawaa, 1958; Ohgoo et al., 1976; Usui & Mizuuhara, 1980), so the effects oof water-misciible cutting flu
uids may
differ depeending on the type of coatinng. In the case of an untreateed tool, cuttingg oil and waterr-miscible cutting fluid
are effectiive. Since Oill A contains a fatty oil andd a sulfuric eextreme pressuure additive, a cutting fluid
d having
excellent llubricating perrformance apppears to be suittable for TiN- and TiAlN-cooated tools. Moreover, in the
e case of
the TiN-cooated tool, the tool life increeases in the ordder of emulsionn type, solublee type, and sollution type. Th
he reason
for this iss considered to
t be that thee cooling perfformance, rathher than the llubricating peerformance am
mong the
water-misccible cutting fluids
f
tested, iis more improoved, because, although a laarge amount oof synthetic lub
bricating
additives iis contained inn the emulsion, synthetic lubbricating additiives are not inccluded in the ssolution. In the
e case of
the TiAlN-coated tool, even
e
if the typee of water-miscible cutting fl
fluid is changedd, the tool life will not chang
ge. Since
the lubricaating effect of the synthetic lubricating additives in the emulsion and the cooling efffect of the sollution by
water are cconsidered, the tool lives obbtained with booth fluids are tthe same, but the slightly loonger tool life obtained
using the solute is thought to be due to both the luubricating andd cooling effeccts. For TiSiN
N- and AlCrSiN
N-coated
tools, since the tool life increased in thhe order of thee solution, the soluble and thhe emulsion, thhe emulsion (F
Fluid B),
which conntains a large amount
a
of synnthetic lubricatting additives, was effectivee because of itts excellent lub
brication
performannce rather than its cooling perrformance. Thhese reasons wiill be discussed below.
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Table 6 shows the Vickers hardness and oxidation temperature of various coating films. In the case of dry cutting, as
shown in Figure 5, the tool life tends to increase as the hardness and oxidation temperature of the various coating
films increase, and the tool wear appears to be related to the hardness and the oxidation temperature of the coating
films. When using cutting oil (Oil A), the tool life increases compared to that for dry cutting for all of the coated
tools considered herein, and the tool life tends to increase in coated tools with relatively low hardness. In particular,
in the low-hardness TiN-coated tool, the tool life is the longest, which appears to be due to the lubricating effect of
Oil A. When using the three water-miscible cutting fluids, the tool life increases compared with dry cutting for all of
the coated tools considered herein. In particular, the tool life increases in the TiSiN- and AlCrSiN-coated tools, and
it is inferred that in addition to the relatively high oxidation temperature of these coated tools, the cooling effect of
the water-miscible cutting fluid is related to the reduction in the cutting temperature. Moreover, when comparing the
TiN- and the TiAlN-coated tools, although the TiAlN-coated tool has high hardness and high oxidation temperature,
the reason for the short tool life for both cutting oil and water-miscible cutting oil is the occurrence of delamination
of the coating film surface layer at the beginning of cutting (see Figure 6).
Among the coated tools used in the experiments, the cutting performance of the AlCrSiN-coated tool is particularly
excellent, so we hereinafter consider the flank wear behaviour of the AlCrSiN-coated tool.
Although the cutting temperature was not measured in these experiments, in order to examine the cooling
performance, the cutting temperature was estimated based on the color difference of the chip that was formed.
Figure 7 shows the color of the chip at the beginning of cutting (cutting groove length: 0.5 m) using the
AlCrSiN-coated tool and the three water-miscible cutting fluids. In the case of dry cutting, the color from a portion
of the beginning of the cut of a chip to a portion of the end of the cut is dark blue-purple. However, in the case of Oil
A, the color from the beginning of the cut to the end of the cut of a chip is dark brown. When water-miscible cutting
fluids are used, the chip turns brown to pale brown in the order of Fluid B, Fluid C, and Fluid D. Based on the chip
color, the cutting temperature decreases in the order of dry cutting, Oil A, Fluid Fluid C, and Fluid D. Figure 8
shows the color of the chip after cutting groove of 15 m. The order of the chip color is the same as in the case of the
beginning of cutting. Fujimura reported that the chip color is the interference color of the oxide film formed on the
chip surface in an extremely short time, which is rapidly heated by the cutting heat and is quenched by the
atmosphere. These interference colors are indicators of the cutting temperature, under the same cutting atmosphere
(Fujimura, 1991). In this experiment, however, although the atmosphere differs in dry cutting and wet cutting, there
is a high possibility that the chip color differs as a result of cooling by the cutting fluid. It is thought that the
temperature at the tool edge during cutting depending on the presence or absence of cutting fluid does not change so
much, but when the fluid exists at the cutting region, the cutting edge temperature is instantaneously lowered and the
chip itself is also cooled, so it is presumed that the difference in chip color has appeared because of the difference in
temperature.
In the case of the AlCrSiN-coated tool, the longer tool life obtained using water-miscible cutting fluid (as compared
with the cutting oil) is considered to be due to both the lubricating and cooling effects of the water-miscible cutting
fluid. Moreover, although the cutting temperature when using the emulsion (Fluid B) is higher than when using
other water-miscible cutting fluids, the longer tool life obtained using Fluid B is considered to be due to the
excellent thermal and oxidative stability of synthetic lubricating additives and because of the high affinity to the
metal surface and high lubricity at high temperature.
Figure 9 shows the progress curves for the maximum wear width obtained using various cutting fluids when using
the AlCrSiN-coated tool. In the case of dry cutting, the wear dramatically increases until reaching a cutting groove
length of 2.5 m, and the average wear rate (increment of maximum wearwidth per 1 m of cutting groove length) was
0.127 mm/m. In the case of Oil A, initial wear was not observed, and the wear increased substantially and linearly
from the beginning of cutting. The average wear rate was 0.019 mm/m. For three types of water-miscible cutting
fluids, initial wear was not observed and the wear increased approximately linearly from the beginning of cutting.
The average wear rates were 0.014 mm/m, 0.012 mm/m, and 0.009 mm/m for Fluid D, Fluid C, and Fluid B,
respectively.
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Figuure 5. Tool lifee for various cooated tools andd water-miscibble cutting fluidds
Table 6. C
Characteristics of the coating film

Figuree 6. Delaminattion for the coaating film on thhe TiAlN-coatted tool (Fluid B, cutting grooove length: 0.5
5 m)

Figure 7. Coloor of chips obttained using thhe AlCrSiN-coated tool ( cuttting groove lenngth: 0.5 m)
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Figure 8. Collor of chips obbtained using thhe AlCrSiN-cooated tool (cuttting groove lenngth: 15 m)

mum flank weaar obtained usinng various cuttting fluids (AllCrSiN-coated tool)
Figure 9. Progress cuurves of maxim
Figure 10 shows the widdth of flank weear when using various cuttiing fluids and an AlCrSiN-ccoated tool. In the case
n for this
of dry cuttting, the centeer wear is largee and depositeed metal is obsserved on the ttop cutting edgge. The reason
behavior is assumed to be
b the influencce of thermal lload, because tthe chip cut att the position oof the center of the top
cutting eddge is thick (T
Terashima & U
Ueno, 1977), which heavilyy loads the cuutting edge. M
Moreover, a sig
gnificant
lubricatingg effect cannott be expected and depositedd metal is geneerated at the cuutting edge. Thhus, the centerr wear is
consideredd to be domiinated by wellding wear (N
Nakayama, 19978), which iss caused a laack of lubrica
ation, or
transfer-tyype wear (Takeeyama, 1982a)), caused by the substrate duee to tearing off the deposited metal from the cutting
edge. The center wear is smaller usinng Oil A than for dry cuttingg, and wears ooccurs at the tw
two top cornerrs. When
using cuttiing oil, centerr wear appearss to decrease bbecause of thee high lubricatting performannce. In contrasst, in the
case of thee three water-m
miscible cuttingg fluids, for Flluid B and Fluuid C, mechanical abrasion (T
Takeyama, 198
82b) was
observed iin which the cutting
c
edge was scraped offf, but for Fluidd D, the cuttinng edge remainned intact. When using
the three w
water-misciblee cutting fluidss, a regular weear pattern thatt is parallel to the cutting eddge is observed. When
using wateer-miscible cuutting fluids, thhe center and top corner weear appear to bbe reduced byy the cooling effect,
e
as
compared to dry cuttingg and wet cuttiing using the ccutting oil. Thhe tool wear patterns, whichh appear to be abrasive
wear patteerns, obtained using
u
the cuttinng oil and watter-miscible cuutting fluids coonsidered hereiin are similar.

Figure 10. Flank weaar obtained usinng various cuttting fluids (AllCrSiN-coatedd tool)
g groove
In the casee of dry cuttingg, at side cuttinng edges, the aamount of weaar is small because the lengthh of the cutting
is as shortt as 2.5 m andd the cutting eedge remains iintact, and reggular wear paraallel to the sidde cutting edge is also
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observed. In the case off Oil A, the side flank weaar increases beecause the cuttting edge inclluding the rake face is
largely scrraped away, annd the actual w
wear area is sm
mall. The weaar pattern is coonsidered to inndicate corrosion wear.
Because E
EP additives may
m promote w
wear due to thee chemical reaaction of the addditive and the metal (Okab
be, 1973;
Kimura & Okabe, 19855; Hida, 1985)). On the otheer hand, in the case of threee water-misciible cutting flu
uids, the
mechanicaal abrasion is the
t largest for Fluid B, folloowed by Fluid B and Fluid C in that orderr, and the cutting edge
remains inntact for Fluid D. The wear patterns generrated when ussing the water--miscible cuttiing fluids appe
ear to be
due to abraasive wear parrallel to the cuttting edge, butt chipping is allso observed att the cutting eddge.
3.2 Craterr Wear Behavioor
Figure 11 shows the inflluence of the ccutting fluids oon the depth off crater wear foor various coatted tools. The depth of
crater weaar for 1 m, which
w
is obtainned by dividinng the crater ddepth by the ccutting groovee length, is ev
valuated,
because thhe length of thee cutting groovve until the toool life is reachhed differs accoording to the ccoated tool. In the case
of the uncooated tool, thee depth of crateer wear decreaased in the ordder of Fluid B, Fluid C, and F
Fluid D, and th
he crater
depth for F
Fluid D was approximately
a
the same as ffor Oil A. In ddry cutting, thhe depth of craater wear could not be
measured bbecause the deeposited metall adhered to the rake face. Inn the case of thhe TiN-coated tool, the crater wear is
considerabbly small when using waterr-miscible cuttting fluids, as compared wiith both dry cuutting and wet cutting
using Oil A
A. In additionn, the crater weear decreases iin the order off Fluid B, Fluiid C, and Fluidd D. In the case of the
TiAlN-coaated tool, the crater
c
wear is considerably small when ussing water-misscible cutting fluids, as com
mpared to
dry cuttingg, and is equivvalent or smalll than when uusing Oil A. T
The crater weaar increases inn the order of Fluid B,
Fluid C, annd Fluid D. Inn the case of thhe TiSiN- andd AlCrSiN-coaated tools, the crater wear inncreases in the order of
Fluid B, F
Fluid C, and Fluid D, but thhe difference inn the crater wear depth is sm
mall. The cratter wear is small when
using the w
water-misciblee cutting fluidss, as comparedd to dry cuttingg and wet cuttting using Oil A. Among the
e various
coated toools, the craterr wear is smaallest when w
water-miscible cutting fluidss are used in conjunction with
w the
AlCrSiN-ccoated tool.
Figure 12 shows the connditions of thee rake face andd the crater weear profiles at the end of cuutting obtained through
dry cuttingg and wet cuttting using Oil A and Fluid B when used iin conjunctionn with the AlC
CrSiN-coated tool.
t
The
crater weaar profiles were measured att the center of the tool. In alll cases of dry cutting and w
wet cutting usin
ng Oil A
and Fluid B, metal was deposited on the crater weaar region. In pparticular, in thhe case of dryy cutting, the deposited
d
metal adheeres to the entire crater weaar region. Undder these expeerimental condditions, when most coated tools and
cutting fluuids are used, the
t actual depth of crater weear cannot be measured duee to the adhesion of deposite
ed metal.
The measuurement resullts shown in F
Figure 12 inddicate the apparent crater w
wear depth. Inn particular, when
w
the
water-misccible cutting flluids are used, the crater weaar is assumed tto be small beccause the rake face was cove
ered with
the depositted metal. Bassed on the conddition of the raake face, the coontact length w
with the chip aat the center off the rake
face (hereinafter abbrevviated as contaact length) obttained using F
Fluid B is shorrter than that obtained using Oil A,
despite thee long cutting groove
g
length obtained usingg Fluid B.
Figure 13 shows the conntact lengths w
with chips at thhe end of cuttinng at the centeer of the rake fface for variou
us coated
tools usingg the cutting fluid.
f
In the caase of the uncooated tool, thee contact lengtth is approxim
mately the same
e for dry
cutting andd wet cutting using Oil A, F
Fluid B, Fluidd C, and Fluid D. For variouus coated toolss, the contact length is
shorter whhen using the water-miscibble cutting fluids as comparred to dry cuutting and wett cutting using
g Oil A,
although tthe cutting grroove lengths are different. Among the water-misciblee cutting fluidds, the contac
ct length
obtained uusing Fluid B is
i the shortest. The shorter thhe contact lenggth is, the betteer the cutting ccondition will be. This
suggests thhat the cutting forces decrease and that thee friction conddition on the raake face affectss the plastic arrea in the
chip, whicch affects the shhear angle, i.e., the cutting fforces change ((Takeyama, 19982c).

Figure 11. Influence of
o cutting fluidds on the depthh of crater weaar using variouus coated tools (per 1 m of cu
utting
ggroove length)
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Figure 122. Conditions of
o the rake facee and crater weear profiles obbtained using thhe AlCrSiN-cooated tool (dry cutting
aand wet cuttinng using Oil A and Fluid B)
ue to the
Therefore,, when using Fluid B, the friction condiition on the raake face is esstimated to bee improved du
lubricatingg effect of the synthetic lubrricating additivve and the deccrease in the ccutting forces, where the she
ear angle
becomes large and the contact
c
length may be the shhortest. The coontact length fo
for Fluid C apppears to be lon
nger than
that for Flluid B becausee the content oof synthetic lubbricant additivves in Fluid C is smaller thaan that in Fluid
d B. The
contact lenngth is longestt for Fluid D, followed by F
Fluid B and Fluuid C, in that oorder, even thoough Fluid D does not
contain luubricating com
mponents. Based on this coonsideration, tthe cooling annd lubricatingg effects influe
ence the
friction coondition of the chip on the raake face when the water-misscible cutting ffluids are usedd. However, in the case
of cutting oil (Oil A), which
w
has an excellent lubrricating perforrmance, the coontact length iis longer than that for
water-misccible cutting fluids.
f
Sulfuricc extreme presssure additivess are added to Oil A, whichh react with the
e cutting
tool and thhe newly geneerated surfacess of chips, in w
which an iron sulfide coatinng is formed. IIn addition, fatty oil is
added, andd its adsorptioon film is form
med on the frriction surfacee, which reducces crater weaar. In this exp
periment,
however, tthe crater weaar obtained using Oil A was larger and thhe contact lenngth was longeer than those obtained
using wateer-miscible cutting fluids. Foor this reason,, chemical reaactions with m
metals are invollved in corrosiion wear
(Okabe, 11973; Kimura & Okabe, 11985). Corrossive wear is assumed to hhave occurredd because the
e cutting
phenomennon is also a triibological phennomenon.
On the othher hand, the cutting
c
temperrature is assum
med to vary deepending on thhe lubricating and cooling effects
e
in
dry cuttingg and with varrious cutting fl
fluids, i.e., the deposited mettal on the rakee face appears to be differen
nt. In this
experimennt, as shown inn Figure 12, thee crater wear w
was covered wiith the depositted metal.
In additionn, the influencee of the coatinng film appliedd to the flank fa
face on the rakee face is thougght to be small because
the experim
ment is perform
med using toools without a cooating film on the rake face.. At the beginnning of cutting, contact
between thhe coating film
m on the flank face and the w
work material may be consiidered, in whicch the flank wear
w does
not occur bbecause a coatting film havinng a thicknesss of approximaately 2 μm is aapplied to the flank face side
e. As the
cutting conntinues, the cooating film wears out or becoomes damagedd, and the substrate appears.. However, the
e coating
film still remains on the flank face, annd the substratte and the coatting film comee into contact w
with the work material
(see Figure 14). In otherr words, it is expected that thhe cutting forcces and the cuttting temperatuure will differ with the
friction cooefficient of thhe coating film
m (see Table 6) applied to thhe flank face, which is thougght to affect th
he crater
wear depthh and wear chharacteristics oof the rake facce. Moreover, when flank w
wear occurs, thhe cutting tem
mperature
may increaase, which mayy be due to thee difference in metal deposittion on the rakee face.
In this expperiment, whenn the water-miiscible cutting fluids are useed, the cutting temperature iss assumed to decrease,
d
as comparred with the cuutting oil, due tto the cooling effect, as show
wn in Figures 7 and 13. Theerefore, a large
e amount
of depositted metal appeears to have bbeen generatedd on the rake face from thee beginning of cutting. When using
water-misccible cutting fluids, the crater wear is small becausee the depositeed metal coveers the rake face,
f
the
protective effect is notabble, and the conntact length is short.
ed to the
Based on the above-mentioned considderations, the crater wear on the rake facce is considereed to be relate
m of the cuttinng fluid and thhe occurrence of metal depoosition, whichh is consideredd to be affected by the
mechanism
difference in cutting forcces and cuttingg temperature due to the diffference in the coating film oon the flank fac
ce. From
now on, it is necessary too measure the cutting forces.
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Figure 13. Contact lenngth between tthe rake face aand the chip (aat the end of cuutting)

Figuure 14. Contactt condition bettween the coatting film and thhe work materrial
3.3 Finsheed Surface Rouughness
Figure 15 shows the finiished surface rroughness at thhe end of cuttiing for variouss coated tools aand cutting flu
uids. The
cutting grooove length whhen the maxim
mum flank weaar width exceeeded 0.3 mm ddiffers dependiing on the cutting fluid
and film coating. In the case
c
of dry cuttting, the finishhed surface rooughness is appproximately thhe same (3 to 4 μm) for
the uncoatted tool and thhe coated toolss. In this experriment, the finnished surface roughness on the side surfac
ce of the
cut groovee is measured in order to esttimate the rougghness of the gear tooth surrface. The conndition and wear of the
tool side ccutting edge arre related to the finished surfface roughnesss of the side suurface. In the ccase of dry cuttting, the
deposited metal adheres from the rakee face to the siide cutting edgge, as shown iin Figure 16. T
Therefore, the finished
surface rouughness is connsidered to incrrease. Moreovver, in the case of dry cuttingg, most of the ccoated tools reach their
tool life duuring the initiaal stage of cuttting, at which point side cuttting edge weaar has not appeeared, and its influence
on the finished surface rooughness appeears to be smalll.
t cutting oil,, the finished ssurface roughnness decreasedd from one-halff to one-quarte
er of that
In contrastt, when using the
for dry cuttting. In other words, when tthe cutting oil is used, the addhesion of depposited metal is observed on the rake
face, but iss hardly observved on the sidee cutting edgess (see Figure 117), as in the case of dry cuttting. The rake face that
mpared with the
comes intoo contact withh the chip is unnder high-tem
mperature and hhigh-pressure conditions com
t flank
face, and the temperatuure distributionn is consideredd to be uneveen. Thus, the aadhesion amouunt also appea
ars to be
uneven beecause the depoosited metal iss dependent onn the temperatture. Thereforee, adhesion off the deposited metal is
assumed tto have been prevented
p
duee to the anti-aadhesion actionn of the cuttinng oil from observation of the side
cutting edgge. Because itt is thought thaat the oil is m
more likely to ppenetrate at thee side flank thhan at the center of the
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top flank ((Shinozaki, 1958), which preevents the adheesion of the deeposited metall. Based on thee above consid
derations,
the finisheed surface roughness obtaineed using the ccutting oil is cconsidered to bbe smaller thann that obtained by dry
cutting. Inn addition, wheen water-miscibble cutting fluuids are used, thhe finished surrface roughnessses obtained using
u
the
TiSiN-andd AlCrSiN-coaated tools are eequal to or lesss than that obttained using thhe cutting oil aand is approxim
mately 1
μm, despitte the long cuttting groove lenngth. When ussing water-misscible cutting ffluids, the finisshed surface ro
oughness
is considerred to be smalll because almoost no adhesionn of the deposited metal is oobserved on thee side cutting edge
e
due
to the anti--adhesion actioon, as in the caase of using thhe cutting oil.

Figure 15. Surface rougghness obtainedd using variouus coated tools (at the end of cutting)

Figure 16. Metal depoosited on the raake face, top fflank and side fflank (uncoateed tool, dry cuttting, cutting groove
leength: 0.5 m)

Figure 177. Condition of the rake facee, top flank andd side flank (unncoated tool, O
Oil A, cutting ggroove length: 1.5 m)
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Figure 18 shows the finnished surface roughness cuurves obtainedd for dry cuttinng and wet cuutting using Oil A and
Fluid B inn conjunction with
w the AlCrS
SiN-coated toool. In the case of dry cuttingg, at the beginnning of cutting
g, a deep
groove, suuch as a scratchh resulting froom the depositted metal, can be confirmed.. When using Oil A, the cuttter mark
can be obsserved at almoost the same iinterval as the feed rate (0.999 mm/rev) annd the roughneess disturbance is also
small. A gglossy smoothh surface was obtained, evenn when the fiinished surfacee was observeed by microscope (see
Figure 19)). When usingg Fluid B, the surface rougghness curvess are smooth with a slight roughness disruption,
although ccutter marks caannot be confiirmed. The diffference in thee finished surfaace roughness curves for dry
y cutting
and wet cuutting using Oil
O A and Fluidd B is thoughtt to be becausee the adhesionn state of the ddeposited meta
al on the
side cuttinng edge may bee different. Thhe finished surfface roughnesss curves were tthought to refllect transfer off the side
cutting edgge shape. In thhe case of usinng water-misciible cutting fluuid, cutter marrks did not apppear due to flu
uctuation
and/or vibrration of the cuutting tool beccause the lubriccating perform
mance is inferioor to the case iin which the cu
utting oil
is used. W
When observed by microscope (see Figure 220), the finished surface is a glossy smootth surface. In the
t cases
of dry cuttting and wet cuutting using O
Oil A and Fluidd B, the finisheed surface rouughness curve at the end of cutting
c
is
very similar to that at thhe beginning oof cutting, andd the values off the finishing surface roughhness at both times are
also very ssimilar.

CrSiN-coated ttool, dry cuttinng and wet cuttting using Oil A and
Figure 118. Finished suurface roughneess curves (AlC
Fluid B)

Figgure 19. Condiition of the finnished surface ((AlCrSiN-coatted tool, Oil A
A)

Figuure 20. Condittion of the finisshed surface (A
AlCrSiN-coateed tool, Fluid B
B)
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This is considered to be due to the effect of the deposited metal on the finished surface roughness at the beginning of
cutting, and the flank wear may be affected at the end of cutting.
In this experiment, there are notable differences in the adhesion amount of deposited metal on the side cutting edges
and side cutting edge wear due to different cutting fluids and coated tools as factors influencing the finished surface
roughness. In addition, the finished surface roughness is thought to be influenced by the fluctuation and vibration of
the cutting tool singly or in combination. Regarding the difference in finished surface roughness due to differences
in cutting fluids and coating films, the amount of deposited metal on the side cutting edge affects the finished
surface roughness by observation of the cutting edge. When the adhesion amount of the deposited metal is large, the
finished surface roughness tends to be large. The properties of the deposited metal generated are expected to differ
based on the reactivity of the components contained in the cutting fluid, the coating film, and the work material,
either singly or in combination. Therefore, more detailed analysis and observations will be necessary in the future.
4. Conclusions
In fly tool tests that simulated hobbing, the cutting performance of various water-miscible cutting fluids for various
coated tools was investigated in comparison with dry cutting and water-immiscible cutting oil in terms of tool life
(tool wear) and finished surface roughness. The main conclusions of the present study are summarized as follows:
1) Regarding flank wear, in the case of the uncoated tool, water-miscible cutting oil was more effective than
dry cutting. For the TiN- and TiAlN-coated tools, water-immiscible cutting oil was effective. For TiSiNand AlCrSiN-coated tools, using water-miscible cutting fluids prolonged tool life and was effective.
2) Regarding crater wear, in the case of the uncoated tool, water-immiscible cutting oil was effective. In the
case of the TiN- and TiAlN-coated tools, water-immiscible and water-miscible cutting fluids were more
effective than dry cutting. In the case of the TiSiN- and AlCrSiN-coated tools, water-miscible cutting fluid
was effective and generated less crater wear.
3) Regarding finished surface roughness, in the case of dry cutting, the surface roughness was approximately
the same for all of the coated tools. When water-immiscible cutting oil and water-miscible cutting fluids
were used, the finished surface roughness was improved for all of the coated tools. When the
water-miscible cutting fluids were used, the finished surface roughness was equal to or smaller than that
obtained using the water-immiscible cutting oil.
4) From the viewpoints of flank wear, crater wear, and finished surface roughness, the emulsion-type
water-miscible cutting fluid containing a large amount of synthetic lubricating additives was suitable for
the AlCrSiN-coated tool.
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